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Jenova/Sephiroth FAQ 1.75(!!) 
Author: Rairi Fujin aka Riley McCoy 
My Fav. Quote: "That woman dersevres her revenge." Budd from KillBill 

OR : "For Brutus, as you know, was Caesar's angel. Judge, O gods, how dearly 
Caesar loved him! This was the most unkindest cut of all; for when the noble 
Caesar saw him stab, Ingratitude, which was more strong than that of the  
traitor's arms, quite vanquished him." Mark Antony 

One More : "Kid Cloud: Tifa always used to be with this three-some. 

Tifa: ...That's right. 

Kid Cloud: I used to think... they were all stupid. 

Tifa: What!? 

Kid Cloud: You were all childish, laughing at every little stupid thing. 

Tifa: But we were children, back then. 

Kid Cloud: ...I know. I'm the one that was stupid. I really wanted to play with 
everyone, but I was never allowed into the group. Then later... I began to think 
I was different... That I was different from those immature kids. That then... 
maybe..." 
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--Version history-- 

.001: 9/6/05: Began writing 1st draft of guide. 

.750: 9/11/05: Patriot day. Began adding Time and date to the end of each 
section. I don't know why. I have to write it for each of the previous  
sections I have already completed. It looks weird having the later date on the 
earlier section. I have almost completed the white meat of the guide. 

1.00: 9/11/05: Later that night...at exactly 3:10 AM...I finished. I'm done. 
First draft complete. I still need help in the FACTS section, and the 
Sephiroth=Jenova theory, though I'm ready to turn this baby in. WOW.... 

1.50: 9/15/2005 3:23:26 PM: Have changed things around a little, removed that 
weird looking date thing. Cannot have that anymore. Changed lay-out a little. 
Hope this makes the Guide a little more easier. Also re-named it  
"Jenova/Sephiroth Faq" to make the overall theme of the guide more clear. 
Also added quotation marks for all dialouge I use in the game. 
Added a in-depth look at FAQ #1, as my explanation was a little weak. 
Also added another fact to the FACTS section. I hope to add more sephiroth 
info at a latter update. Added an ASCii to the guide. Kinda big though.... 
Pretty big update eh? 

1.61: 9/15/2005 9:33:56 PM: I added "Boss Strategies", Though it is just 
the Jenova battles. The Sephiroth battles will take a little more time. 
Added a FAV. quote section to the top of the guide, to give it a more polished 
look. I didn't think it looked right with just my name. Also, changed my name 
to Mime's Cup, as that is now my internet name. I still use Geostigma7@hotmail 
for emails and getting a-hold of. 

1.75:9/18/2005 12:58:12 AM: Added a timeline section. This should help cut  
down on the overall confusion, or out-of-place-ness of the guide. Still not a 
very good one, but it gets the job done. Also added ten more trivia questions, 
and made my "How'd you do?" Section lessh harsh on newbies.  
Also added another Question...for the FAQ section. 

--Introduction-- 

Hello, my name's Rairi-Fujin aka Riley McCoy. Rairi is japanese for 
Riley, and I just like Fujin. I have decided to compose this guide as 
a source to help frustrated gamers who have played FF7, and have gotten  



confused in the process. This is not meant to reflect my theories on FF7, 
Jenova or Sephiroth. Thisis just meant to help a confused gamer, and thus  
I present every piece of evidence, and I will try to bring an un-biased  
view. Though, you might be able to tell which theories I strongly believe in, 
and those I  disagree with. This is not meant to reflect what is right and wrong. 
I simply present the evidence and you make the decision. Don't be fooled into  
thinking this is just a convoluted theorem for discussion. NEGATIVE! This is also 
a fun  FAQ or guide meant to inform you on all things Jenova. When reading this,  
have an open mind, will to learn, and of course, FUN. 

--Copyright-- 

Riley McCoy, 2005. All rights reserved. This FAQ/Guide on Jenova is 
only to be put on any website with my permission. By no way should you use any  
part of this FAQ, except quotes and basic information, without my consent. 
E-mail me at Geostigma7@hotmail.com or Geostigma7@aol.com. I also use MSN 
messenger. AOL is also on for me.  

+++++++++++++++++++ 
+Chapter 1: Orgin++ 
+++++++++++++++++++ 

Part 1: Overview-- 

Hello, Let us begin this course in Jenova. I will attempt to educate you in the 
many theories of jenova. This is of course a learning process for me, as this  
is my first FAQ. I will attempt to "Organize" my knowledge, and help you in 
the process. 

To begin, Jenova quite simply is an alien. No doubt in my mind, nor anybody  
else's. The fact is, She(as "IT" will be called from here on out, even though it 
has multiple genders) arrived on a meteor from outerspace. Another galaxy  
perhaps? Or maybe from a neighboring planet. The fact of where she comes from 
is irrelevant. All that matters is she landed on 'Earth'(as that is what ff7's 
world is going to be called, I don't prefer to call it "Gaia" as some ff vets 
do). 

Iflana: ...I can't explain it very well, but it's like having a conversation 
with the Planet....It said something fell from the sky making a large wound. 
Thousands of Cetra pulled together, trying to heal the Planet...But, due to 
severity of the wound, it was only able to heal itself, over many years. 

Another quote if you will. This providing us our first instance of jenova  
directly. 

Iflana: That's when the one who injured the Planet... or the 'crisis from the  
sky' as we call him, came. He first approached us as a friend, deceived them,  
and finally.... Gave them the virus. The Cetra were attacked by the virus and  
went mad...transforming into monsters. Then, just as he had at the Knowlespole. 
He approached other Cetra clans....infecting them...with the virus. 

So This is the first evidence we have of Jenova being male. Notice the male  
pronoun in the quote? It says "he". Now jenova, of course, has a set of breast 
in the chamber at Shinra HQ. And during most battles during the game. In fact, 
Jenova is female during all of the game. Now one could very well say that it 
is another, of the many, of mis-translations. Need I remind you of "This 



guy are sick."? I think not... 

Why jenova came to earth is an impossible question to answer logically.  
We can of course guess, and this is not the document for guesses. The 
important question is, what did she do while she was on earth. That question 
is easier to answer logically. Jenova wanted to kill. We need not no more than 
that. She attempted to kill of the cetra, who at that time, where the only  
race of Man alive. Probably the only semi-intelligent lifeform was the Cetra. 
Another important question is, what happened to jenova. Did she fail? Did she 
succeed? No, she failed. She could not destroy the cetra. The cetra confined  
her. Infact, the planet felt Jenova such a threat that WEAPON was created for  
the sole purpose of killing Jenova: 

Iflana: Yes, but...there is no record of Weapon ever being used. A small number 
of the surviving Cetra defeated Jenova, and confined it. The planet produced  
Weapon...But it was no longer necessary to use it. 

So it was of course the Cetra who defeated jenova. But...you cannot destroy 
Jenova. This would explain why you cannot kill Jenova, just contain her. Think 
of Jenova like CELL in Dragon Ball Z. When one of it's limbs are destroyed,  
or even a  cell, it reproduces it. This would explain why the Cetra were  
unable to defeat Jenova, or vanquish her. 

Hojo: "You see, even if 
Jenova's body is dismembered, it will eventually become one again. That's what 
is meant by Jenova's Reunion to start. Five years have passed, and now the 
Clones have began to return. I thought the Clones would begin to gather at 
Midgar where Jenova is stored. But my predictions were not entirely correct. 
Jenova itself began to move away from the Shinra Building. But being a genius 
that I am, I soon figured it out." 

That was a tad bit premature, I'm sorry. But I cannot stress how important 
Jenova's cells are to this game. They are what make Cloud become a puppet, and 
allow her body to recollect itself.  

Now, some Weapons manufacturer going by the name of 'Shinra' comes and  
produces Mako energy. As we all know, they gain money and power and eventually 
end up controlling most of Earth. In an effort to gain power against other  
nations, attempts to use the power of the Ancients. Thus they begin the  
JENOVA PROJECT, in an effort to create begins with the  power of the  
Ancients(Cetra). Thousands of years have passed, and people have  
forgotten the way's of the Cetra. Abandoned, The Cetra died out. All but two.. 

Well, one. This one spawns another. So, in actuality, there is two. Now,  
Professor Gast, a head Shinra scientist, uncovers Jenova In a 2000 year old 
Geological stratum. He mistakes jenova for an ancient. Gast, Begins collecting 
Data on Jenova. It is not known how long this goes on. The JENOVA project is  
started. The goal of this project is to create super soldiers. Using jenova, 
who is mistaking for an Ancient, Shinra will create these SOLDIERS. 

NOTE: IT IS not known whether or not Gast knew this. Until Hojo comes into the 
picture that is. Hojo most obviously knew of these plans to create super  
soldiers. 

Gast(maybe unkowningly), Hojo, Lucercia and Vincent are sent to nibelhiem  
where jenova is located. Shinra approves the Mt. Nibel Reactor for use in 
the experiments.Vincent falls in love with Lucercia, but she is in love with  
Hojo. Vincent eventually gives up, saying if she is happy, he is happy 
Hojo, after failing to create the SOLDIERS with live humans, 



takes his unborn son and injects him with JENOVA cells directly. Lucercia, 
the mother of this child, dies during childbirth. Now begins an intense  
confrontation between Vincent, the turk sent as 'muscle', and Hojo. 

Hojo kills Vincent after the confrontation, and begins experimenting on him. 
Sephiroth, the Unborn child's name, is taken to Midgar(the capitol city of  
Shinra) for further study. Gast at this point must know things are spiraling 
out of his control. He leaves for good, and Hojo takes up as head 
scientist. Gast travels the world, eventually meeting bugenhagen, and reaching 
the Northern Continent. This is were he will meet Iflana, and conceive a child 
named Aerith.......... 

Sephiroth Continues to Exceed in SOLDIER program, becoming a Legendary hero at  
a young age. Outclassing his peers, he is becoming more or less a robot. Hojo 
continues to monitor things in Nibelhiem and in Midgar. Sephiroth is never told 
of his real heritage, and believes his mother to be JENOVA.  

Now Im going to use very basic info here, just of what we see in the game.  
This does not mean this is correct, just the basic over-view of the plot. 

Sephiroth, now a Legendary Soldier, is on a mission to fix and/or kill the  
monsters it is producing. He is acompanied by a first-class Soldier named  
Zack, and two Shinra MP's(one being Cloud). 

The reactor is in the mountains of Nibel, and they will be staying in Cloud's 
hometown of Nibelhiem. Tifa, an old friend of Cloud's, is their guide into the 
mountains. Cloud, ashamed he is not a full fledged Soldier, hides in his mask. 
Sephiroth, while inside of the reactor, learns of Jenova being stored there. 
He begins to question his existance as a human being. He begins going mad. 
Later that night, he hides himself in the Shinra Mansion, where ironicly, 
that is where the Jenova Experiments took place. He reads all the reports, 
and learns(Falsly) his mother, Jenova, was a Cetra. Now hating human kind, 
for their abandonment of the Cetra(who he believes he is due to his heritage 
of Jenova) Sephiroth decides to take Earth back for the Cetra. He burns down  
Cloud's hometow, and proceeds into the reactor to free his 'mother'. 

Zack, the other Soldier, is unable to subdue Sephiroth. Cloud, in a state of 
adrenenline, is able to successfully kill Sephiroth. Sephiroth attempted to  
stab Cloud(And did), but Cloud, with the masamune inside of hime, uses Sephy's 
own sword to fling Sephiroth over the edge, into a mako pit. Thus ends the  
backstory.

Part 2: Timeline-- 

I decided to put this timeline up to give people a more indepth version of 
Jenova's origns. Or if you will, a more organized method of telling facts. 
I have used common logic in putting this together. Though, thanks go to steele 
for helping me. Go to "www.ff7-universe.com" for more info. 

-Anytime over 2000 years ago: The Cetra begin settling the planet. They are 
searching for the promised land. They migrate, settle, and move on untill they 
find the promised land of supreme happiness. 

->2000 years ago: A meteor strikes earth. There is a beign on this meteor, who 
deceives the Cetra by pretending to be one of their brothers. He then proceeds 
to inflict them with a Virus that turns the Cetra into monsters. Some Cetra 
begin to hide, and thus starts the human race. Earth devolpes WEAPON to defeat 
This being, now known as Jenova. Though, it is not needed, as a small  
remaining group of Cetra manage to confine Jenova. Though, not defeat it. 



-2000 years till Start of Game(SoG): The Cetra slowly die out. Not know as to 
why, perhaps lack of faith...as humans use technology more and more, or Jenova 
whiped out most of them. The fact is, when the game starts...only one true 
Cetra remains...Aerith. 

-29 through 23 years ago: Proffesor Gast Finds Jenova inside of a geological 
stratum. In quistive, he begins experimenting on Jenova, Falsly believing her 
to be a surviving Ancient(Cetra). The Jenova Project begins, as an aim to  
devolpe Soldiers with the power of the Ancients. Hojo, Gast, Vincent and  
Lucrecia are sent to experiment on the project. Gast of course leaves after 
learning Jenova is not an ancient, or after Hojo is preforming experiments 
on live humans, or possibly after Lucrecia is injected with J-cells. Hojo,  
then takes full charge of the experiment(which Is why I assume Gast leaves  
after learning that Jenova is not an ancient...He wouldn't let Hojo preform 
such atrocities...but the game script screws me over...He doesn't know Jenova 
isn't an ancient till after Iflana tells him. This is of course, after he  
leaves Shinra).  

-Sometime After this: Sephiroth is born, and taken to Midgar for futher study. 
He then exhibits incredible qualities as a Soldier... 

-27 through 22 years ago: Soldier is started, possibly to cover up the Jenova 
project. This is when, Of course, Sephiroth begins to show incredible strength, 
becoming a Legend before the war is even over. 

-5 years ago: Cloud, Zack and Sephiroth go to nibelheim to fix a faulty  
reactor. Cloud is ashamed of his failure to make Soldier, as he is just a  
shinra MP. Zack and Sephiroth are Soldiers however. Tifa, an old friend of  
Cloud's is the guide into the mountains, where the reactor is located. 
Sephiroth learns of the secrets that lie inside of the reactor, as this is  
where Jenova is being stored. He is driven insane, and burns the whole town 
down. Cloud, in a state of rage, kills sepiroth. 

-About 5 years ago: Cloud is injected with Jenova cells. This causes him to go 
into a comatose, thus losing his former self. He escapes, with the help of  
Zack.

-Sometime prior to the game: Jenova is moved to the Shinra HQ. 

That kinda sucked, but oh well. I tried. At least It will help as a refrence 
point. 

+++++++++++++++++++++ 
Chapter 3:Theories+++ 
+++++++++++++++++++++ 

Part 1: Basic Theory- 

Okay, why that extremely long explanation on pretty basic information? Simple. 
I wanted to make sure you understood the facts. The point is, that is all  
fact. No doubt in my mind. Now we must begin the basic theories and idea's 
that define the 'new age' of Jenova. The basic theory is...Sephiroth is NOT  
the villain of the video game, but it is Jenova who is. That is a huge  
statement.  

Why would one say such a thing? Well, evidence suggest that Jenova plays a  



more major roll than it appears. The fact is, Sephiroth is not the one 
who lets Jenova out of the chamber in the Shinra HQ. In fact, Sephiroth is  
too busy being DEAD in the northern crater. Well, I wont say dead...but the  
fact is he was in the northern crater. Either Jenova is the one who lets  
herself out...or it was cloud. Another possible explanation...A soldier, as  
they have Jenova cells in them. And you will see later, Jenova can easily 
manipulate anybody with Jenova cells in them. One more, A black-robed-man. 
I don't know about this one, but it is general the same as they soldier  
theory. The basic point, Sephiroth could not have let her out, and cloud 
is also unlikely, though more so than Sephiroth. This provides us our first 
instance of Jenova manipulating. 

Now Were is the next time we meet Sephiroth? Well, Rephrase that, the first  
time? On the Shinra boat of course! Here...Sephiroth appears to  have  
forgotton, or not recognize Cloud. 

???: ......After a long sleep... ...the time...... ...time has...... come... 

Barret: Look, Cloud! 

Cloud: Sephiroth! You're alive! 

Sephiroth: ......Who are you? 

Cloud: You don't remember me!? I'm Cloud! 

Sephiroth: Cloud... 

Cloud: Sephiroth! What are you thinking!? What are you doing!? 

Sephiroth: ...the time...... is now.... 

Wow, you would think he would remember the guy who killed him. Don't forget 
the line "Just like you.". This, leads a lot of people to believe Sephiroth KNEW 
Cloud personally. Up to that point in the flashback, where he kills Sephiroth 
by throwing him over the edge of a bridge, Sephiroth is unaware of cloud  
except by asking him about his hometown. Now, Why would Sephiroth say to Cloud 
"Just like you." after getting stabbed by cloud? The answer is he must have 
known him personally, or learned a lot about him in a short amount of time. 
The latter is an assumption, while the first is pretty safe assessment. Now of 
course, Sephiroth tells cloud that little speech above..after not knowing him? 

How could this be? 1) He is just using psychological attacks against Cloud 
(unlikely). 2) He honestly forgot who cloud was, as he was insignificant, thus 
making more of President Shinra's line "Excuse me. I can't be expected to  
remember everyone's name. Unless you become another Sephiroth." HA! that is 
a likely explanation right? 3) It is jenova. Pure and simple. Not likely until 
you read this evidence. 

We know Jenova can change forms... 

Sephiroth: Cloud... Don't blame Tifa. The ability to change one's looks, voice, 
and words, is the power of Jenova. Inside of you, Jenova has merged with Tifa's 
memories, creating you. Out of Tifa's memory...... A boy named Cloud might've 
just been a part of them. 

Now, I will not attempt to get into cloud and his whole bag of BS, but this  
line gives validation to the statement "Jenova can change forms". The fact is, 
Jenova is also used in male pre-text. Now how in the hell can jenova be man  



and female. She must have some type of changing ability. Also, there is a line 
where Iflana mentions Jenova showing them Specters of their ancestors and  
She appeared as one of them, a brother. This would explain why the male  
pretext is used. 

Iflana: That's when it appeared! It looked like...our dead mothers ...and our  
dead brothers. Showing us specters of their past. 

Gast: Who is the person that appeared at the North Cave? I haven't any idea. 

Iflana: That's when the one who injured the planet...or the 'Crisis from the  
sky' as we call him, came. He approached as a friend, deceived them, and  
finally...gave them the virus. 

Hmmm? Evidence? HA! I think that'll do. So have we established Jenova can 
change forms, shape and impersonate people at will? Now is it so unreasonable  
that Jenova decided to use Sephiroth's guise as a means to further manipulate 
cloud. This would seem likely, as if you believe Sephiroth to be truly dead, 
she has no person to manipulate for her means.  

NOTE: This is just Idea, just an idea, but what if Jenova's motive was to  
complete the destruction of this unlucky planet earth. She gets confined,  
and then decides to use, or manipulate, Sephiroth to get her out. This 
is unlikely, only because there is no proof of any such motive to escape. 
Other than common sense of course. She must hate being locked up and  
used for an experiment.  

Now that we have proved a shape-shifting jenova, one must ask, why control 
Cloud? Sephiroth is dead. That is what I believe, and this is just my belief. 
No evidence, OTHER THAN CLOUD KILLS HIM! But, no evidence to say Sephiroth  
isn't so weak to just die. We do know that Lucercia wishes to die, but can't. 
This is due to her jenova inside of her, from the injection of Jenova during 
child birth. Though, if you believe Sephiroth dead, then it is easy, she needs 
the black materia. She needs it. She has a new plot, to become god!  

Lucercia tells Vincent she wishe to die, but the Jenova cells inside of her 
wont let her. She says she knows sephiroth cannot physically die because 
of the Jenova he possess. I of course believe this to be true, as she is a 
Jenova expert, seeing as she was part of the 'Jenova Project'. But perhaps 
Sephiroth died mentally. Look at it this way, Sephiroth died. Cloud kills him. 
Yet Sephiroths body lives on. His body is infused with Jenova. A dismembered  
Jenova, seeing this open vessel(sephy's body) decides to use it. We never  
actually hear Sephiroth say, after the Nibelhiem Reactor incident, tell the 
party he is an Ancient. Infact, he only tells us he is better than the  
Ancients. 

During FF8, Edea says many lines that sound out of whack. She is of course  
possessed by ultimecia, who is saying these things. She talks about things in  
a manner that is consistent with Ultimecia. Now is it so unreasonable that 
Jenova=Ultimecia and Sephiroth's Guise=Edea? Of course not! We have already 
discussed that jenova is Sephiroth...oh wait....more evidence you want? 

Remember who takes our black materia? Right after we receive it? Sephiroth. 
Now how do we get it back? Right after the battle with jenova...Hmmm? 
Interesting. Now Jenova, acting as Sephiroth, is out of the black materia.  
But she is able to manipulate EVEN MORE PEOPLE(Barret, red xiii or cid) by  
changing into Tifa. Aha! Does Sephiroth ever, during any point in the story, 
not just the game, display any shape-shifting abilities? Negative! Who does  
though? Oh, a being named Jenova......She impersonates Tifa, and takes back 



the materia. Is that enough to prove that at the very least, Jenova was acting 
as Sephiroth during most of the game. Doesn't that boat scene make a little  
more sense? What about the fact we fight a jenova monster 2/3 of the times 
we see Sephiroth? Hmmmmmmm? 

During the final battle, Bizzaro that is, Sephiroth is obviously the enemy. 
But should you be inquisitive, you'll see that Jenova is atop Sephiroth with 
strings(or tentacles...You decide) attached to the massive Sephiroth form. 
One could infer this means one of two things, 1) Jenova is Sephiroth in this 
battle, or 2) She is controlling/manipulating Sephiroth. I tend to agree with 
the first instance. This would explain why Safer-Sephiroth is so deformed.  
Though, one could say, the latter instance also explains this. Jenova is  
merely 'lending' her power to Sephiroth. Although I will go into more detail 
as the Guide continues...as they say...that is a completely different bag of 
beans. 

So that is it for basic theory. The fact is, and I hope I have articulated  
this correctly, Jenova CAN shape-shift, CAN morph, and WAS using Sephiroth as 
a disguise. That is now common knowledge to you. Next we move onto more  
"Wacky" stuff. Most of this is not even theory, unless you include the  
introduction to the theories as I have. 

Part 2: The Sephiroth=Jenova-- 

A lot of people will agree with me if I say Sephiroth is merely another  
incarnation of Jenova. Simply put, Sephiroth IS jenova. During the lifestream 
trip he takes after cloud throws him into the Mako pit of the nibelhiem  
reactor, he states he has become more than the Cetra. Now one could infer that 
Sephiroth means he has become better than jenova, and that Jenova now looks 
up to him. The clone(Cloud is clone of Sephiroth, which simply put means 
that cloud underwent the same procedure and was experimented to have the same 
strength as Sephiroth; not literally a "Clone", Sephiroth in the same token 
is a Clone of Jenova, although Jenova never underwent procedure for her power) 
has become better than the original. Thus, One might infer that Sephiroth  
believes himself to be jenova. Now Jenova is obviously alive, but this  
explains the instances in which we see Jenova as Sephiroth. You see? it is  
really simple to be honest. He is now controlling Jenova. He puts himself in 
Jenova's image, and thus uses her actual body to manipulate cloud. Although... 
this does not explain why Sephiroth does not recognize cloud. Interesting? 

Part 3: The Puppet Master-- 

-A: Introduction 

Ahh...The Puppet Master theory. This is almost more than theory now, as this 
is almost generally accepted by most people. This is the most famous concept 
other than the basic 'Take What The Game Gives you' idea. Although you can  
understand this theory at many message boards or forums, I am attempting a  
complete guide to everything Jenova. This MUST be included. This section on 
theory is almost a guide in itself. So, read carefully. 

NOTE: This next 3 sections are almost identical to the basic theory section. 
Though, much more detail and accuracy will attempted to be given. Just refer 
to the 'Basic Theory' section of the guide for any 'dumbed down' concepts of 



this.

-B: The Nature Of J-cells 

No one really knows the nature of J-cells. Although we do have limited  
knowledge, we do know they increase strength when use properly. We do not,  
however, know how should someone use them properly. Only a few in the game  
show a considerable increase in strength, namely Sephiroth(although he never 
really had any beginning strength to compare his j-cell strength too), Cloud 
and Vincent. Vincent, though, cannot be considered because it is just an  
inference he was used in J-cell experiments, though it is likely that he  
underwent J-cell experiments. So this leaves us with only cloud, who was  
obviously strong enough to kill Sephiroth on his own. But he obviously shows 
an increase in strength due to J-cells. So this still leaves us with a murky 
view of J-cells. Cloud says... 

Cloud: You see, someone in SOLDIER isn't simply exposed to Mako energy. Their 
bodies are actually injected with Jenova cells...... For 
better or worse, only the strong can enter SOLDIER. It has nothing to do with 
Jenova Reunion. But weak people...... like me, get lost in the whole thing. 

So we can rule out member of Soldier being anything special. Although they  
probably would show a more extent measure of strength with J-cells in them.  
But we can still safely assume they were already strong enough to have little 
notice of any increase in strength. Cloud was weak, so when he was fully  
injected/or completed treatment of J-cells, he was extensively more strong 
than his former self. So what does this leave us with? Do J-cells have to  
injected into the body? The obvious answer is yes. And that is a good answer. 
Let us now review other questions you should ask yourself.... 

What is it that makes J-cells work? We see so many Nibelhiem residents lose 
their self being and become vegetables. Why is Cloud different? Is it his  
mental willpower? Wasn't he weak emotionally and mentally? Didn't he shell 
up and become socially unstable(HA!!lol)? Is it his lifestream sequence? 

Why is it that Sephiroth/Jenova can control those with J-cells in them? Is it  
because of the Jenova Reunion theory, stating that Jenova will always attempt 
to return itself to its' original form...no matter how small the pieces. Why  
is it then we see no Soldiers at the northern crater? We see residents of 
Nibelhiem, why no 1st class members of Soldiers? 

Why the ability to change forms? Why not doesn't Sephiroth/Jenova change into 
president Shinra or Rufus, to simply go and order someone to get the black  
materia? Then he can parade around...maybe he does, and that is why Rufus is 
chasing Sephiroth as well as cloud, though that is unlikely. 

These are questions I cannot answer. I can say however, the J-cells make its 
host unstable for one reason, the introduction to an unknown substance is 
traumatic to the body. That is why only the strong can enter Soldier, they 
have to be able to withstand the pressure of these new cells in your body. 

Vincent is strong, thus he can withstand them. Zack, and all of soldier are  
strong. Sephiroth was born with j-cells, thus he could of course withstand  
them as they grow along side his other cells in harmony. This is of course, 
common sense.  



That is all I can say about the Nature of Jenova Cells. 

-C: Motive? 

Now why would I put such a lengthy explanation on the nature of J-cells? 
Not too simple, but there is a reason behind my methods. I wanted you to ask 
yourself questions, while I still provide answers to some of them. This  
section will mostly deal with the raw meat of the whole Jenova theory in  
general. J-cells seem to be a common bond between all characters, events and 
concepts in the game. It is important you understand 'the nature of j-cells'. 

Motive, let us tackle that issue first. It is fact Jenova came and spread a 
virus to the Cetra, whipping all but a few out. Those few manage to defeat it. 
Common knowledge, as I have infact already quoted the game on this. One may  
assume that Jenova is a malevolent being, and thus does not need motive to  
whip out a race, or planet. Though I cannot provide an clear explanation as to 
why she came to earth in the first place, I can safely assume she wanted to 
destroy humanity. Whether it be Man or Cetra, she wanted them gone. This might 
be due to two reasons, revenge or a complete lack of time displacement as she 
was in stasis(Contained, which I would believe to be like cryogenic freeze)and 
when she was to come out of that freeze, she would still believe she was in 
the Cetra's time, 2000 years ago. She would still be trying to spread a virus 
for whatever(UNKOWN) reason in the first place. This could be a hint to a  
SPOILER******perhaps this is the reason for Geostigma...just a theory..... 
ENDSPOILER*********** 

So she is either trying to continue what she started or taking revenge. The  
revenge sounds good, until we learn the only evidence is inferences. Although 
they do add up. The continuation of her plan in the first place is more likely 
as it gives a little more explanation to her forgetting/not recognizing Cloud. 
Her head is at the northern crater, thus is the place where the reunion takes 
place. She is using her body, the one trying to get back to the head, as a  
lead for Cloud to follow, right up to the northern crater and her.  

Hojo: ...but the Jenova Reunion Theory has now been proven. You see, even if 
Jenova's body is dismembered, it will eventually become one again. That's what 
is meant by Jenova's Reunion to start. Five years have passed, and now the 
Clones have began to return. I thought the Clones would begin to gather at 
Midgar where Jenova is stored. But my predictions were not entirely correct. 
Jenova itself began to move away from the Shinra Building. But being a genius 
that I am, I soon figured it out.... 

Well, just incase you did not know. So, the body is instinctively trying to get 
back to the head, or the center piece. Jenova knows that, she also learns 
cloud is afraid/confused by Sephiroth. As the game progresses , she probably 
learns more about him. This would explain why she is able to control things 
later on. She is able to directly manipulate cloud instead of just making him 
follow her body. Although, why would she take Sephiroths form on the boat? 

Maybe she looked at the surface of cloud, the only thing she could penetrate 
at the time. She would she one thing, "I have to settle the score". She would 
instantly know cloud was afraid of Sephiroth. I still cannot say this enough, 
the boat scene is the most puzzling scene in the game. NO MATTER WHAT YOU 
BELIEVE! It starts out innocent enough, then after one or two playthroughs, 
you understand the complexity of the scene... 

Anyhow, back on track. You see, I have made reference to Ultimecia=edea in 



ff8. So when Sephiroth says "I'm greater than the Ancients" because he  
traveled the lifestream and gained their knowledge(thus the black materia) I 
see that as jenova saying "I'm better than them now!" or something to that 
effect. It is almost like ultemcia saying to the people "you lowlifes" or  
something. She is acting a rebel to them, because in her time she is hated. 
Now she is in control and they love her? To her this is insane! But to the  
gamer it is just Edea being evil, which she is not. It is ultimecia. She finds 
it ironic that the people who hate her now love her. So she of course says her 
famous speech atop the podium in deling. 

So the point is, Jenova is saying something to that effect. She is now  
acting a rebel to the Cetra. There are many of those quotes throughout the  
the game, so I need not apply them. Perhaps now you're seeing it. Jenova most 
likely needed someone to get her out of her confines. We see it three times,  
although only twice count. The first time is of course the 2000 year old  
geological stratum...and Gast is our lucky man! Though, he does not count and 
you'll see why. #2 Is of course good ol', blinded to the truth, Sephiroth. He 
is manipulated into letting Jenova out of her chambers in the nibelheim  
reactor. #3 is Cloud/Herself/Soldier/Black-robed-man. All of these people have 
J-cells in their system, so they are easily manipulated by her. This tends to 
make sense now doesn't it. It does not matter who, but how.  

She manipulates the J-cell injectees inorder to get be freed. Except Gast, as 
he had no J-cells. He merely stumbles upon her. Now, Cloud is merely the next 
Puppet in her play. Sephiroth, yes the mighty Sephiroth, was the first. Why  
the cryptic talk in the basement? He is obviously blinded by the truth. First 
by society(I.E Jenova being his mother) then by her ( Taking this planet back 
FOR the Cetra). 

Sephiroth: (reading a book) ...an organism that was apparently dead, was found 
in a 2000 year old geological stratum. Professor Gast named that organism, 
Jenova... X Year, X Month, X Day. Jenova confirmed to be an Ancient ...X Year, X 
Month, X Day. Jenova Project approved. The use of Mako Reactor I approved for 
use... My mother's name is Jenova... Jenova Project... Is this just a 
coincidence? Professor Gast... Why didn't you tell me anything? ...Why did you 
die? 

More?

Sephiroth: You ignorant traitor. I'll tell you. This was a itinerant race. They 
would migrate in, settle the Planet, then move on... At the end of their harsh, 
hard journey, they would find the Promised Land and supreme happiness. But, 
those who stopped their migrations built shelters and elected to lead an easier 
life. They took that which the Cetra and the planet had made without giving back 
one whit in return! Those are your ancestors. 

Hey, we're on a roll.... 

Sephiroth: Long ago, disaster struck this planet. Your ancestors escaped... They 
survived because they hid. The Planet was saved by sacrificing the Cetra. After 
that, your ancestors continued to increase. Now all that's left of the Cetra is 
in these reports. 

OMG...WE ARE ON FIRE!!! 

Sephiroth: Ha, ha, ha...... They've come again, mother. With her superior power, 



knowledge, and magic, Mother was destined to become the ruler of the Planet. 
But they... Those worthless creatures are stealing the Planet from 
Mother. But now I'm here with you so don't worry. 

Okie dokie, one more... 

Cloud: What about MY sadness!? My family... friends... The sadness of having my 
hometown taken away from me!? It's the same as your sadness! 

Sephiroth: Ha, ha, ha... my sadness? What do I have to be sad about? I am the 
chosen one. I have been chosen to be the leader of this Planet. I have orders to 
take this planet back from you stupid people for the Cetra. What am I supposed 
to be sad about? 

Hmmm....what the hell does all this mean you ask? Good questions. I don't 
know. It just sounds cool to put down in a FAQ/Guide. Just playing.  

The purpose of this text is to show the confused Sephiroth. How does she  
confuse cloud? By showing him images and thoughts of Sephiroth/burning  
Nibelheim. Now this is due to Clouds inner emotions and fears. Sephiroth on 
the other hand, his inner fears must have been his family/life/birth. 

This would tend to explain Jenova BIRTH/LIFE/DEATH. Though not quite. 
Back to the meaning of the text, she is confusing him...thus he is going to 
open her chambers and release her. He is the chosen one. He now believed he  
was an Ancient, and his mother one too. He now wants to get the planet back  
for the Ancients...and to do that he must release his mother. 

Cloud though, with his emotions and rage, kills Sephiroth, her strongest  
puppet. Now she is screwed, though her head escapes. I'm not saying she needs  
to be complete to function or something, though that could be true. I'm just 
saying her body is still locked up. 

Now remember the whole Jenova Reunion theory? Well her body does need to get  
back. She doesn't pick the strongest clone to carry out her plan, but more 
of an easily manipulated clone...Cloud. With his confused present, boxed up 
past and hatred towards Sephiroth, he is a prime candidate for her plan. 

Her brain has formulated this plot after falling into the lifestream. She now 
needs someone to get the Cetra's precious black materia...Do I even need to 
give you examples of Clouds manipulation? Although one could easily say it is 
Sephiroth doing the controlling, Isn't it more likely the actual JENOVA being 
herself is controlling EVERY JENOVA CELL? Even after we take it back from  
jenova, she once against changes forms and takes it right back! Or rather,leads 
the person with it back to cloud, whom she is controlling just as she did  
Sephiroth 5 years ago... 

-D: Conclusion 

In general, this is the biggest part of the FAQ. I hope you understand  
everything I was trying to get across. This was no easy undertaking, and thus 
took a lot out of me. Sephiroth may still indeed be alive and in good mental 
shape. I forgot to include the final battles. Those can be summed up in merely 
saying...It is jenova tricking cloud. Sephiroth is his biggest fear. Herself 
obviously did not work. So she needs to use someone more menacing...HIM! 



Part 4:Debunking-- 

*NOTE: In no way am I saying the following debunking is completely correct. I  
mean to include all the facts, and there happens to be a lot of contridctory 
statements through the game. I mean to include those. 

Tra-La-La-La...where to begin! I type all that stuff out and now I believe it. 
Don't worry, the Jenova is one interpretation on the matter. I mean to provide 
them all. Though, I tend to agree more with a Jenova villain game... 

For one, I could easily say that Cloud and Barret end up having gay sex. 
I mean, they go on a date, isn't that evidence enough? Cloud dresses up as a 
lady...hmmm? Their dialogue does seem pretty suggestive...though you would 
say I'm nuts to say such a thing(well, not everyone). And you'd be 100% right. 
There is no declaration they are gay. Now even if they did come out and say  
it, would we assume they had sex? No..but that would be a safe bet. That they 
would, should they declare it. But we never get such a declaration from  
Jenova. Not that she's gay, but she is the villain. One, she never comes out 
and says it. Two, she never says anything to the effect of "I'm going to  
destroy the world". Now wait, Jenova is Sephiroth...which I tend to agree with 
even as I'm typing this debunk. But no...this is like saying cloud is gay just 
because he dresses up as a lady...to save a friend. Since we only hear  
Sephiroth say he is going to destroy the world, and since we have to piece 
together clues in(still without game telling us) that jenova is Sephiroth, we  
can assume it is the same as the gay thing. Jenova or rather Sephiroth never  
says "Jenova is me" which that is = to cloud saying I'm gay. We can piece it  
together by using evidence, though the game never says it. Then we have to,  
after declaring that jenova is just posing as Sephiroth...even if to lure  
cloud into sephiroths hands, assume jenova is the real villain, with even less 
evidence than declaring jenova=sephiroth. This is the gay sex part of the  
cloud Barret analogy. 

Using the reunion quote...Hojo says "You see it was all Sephiroth's doing. 
Sephiroth is not just content to diffuse his will into the Lifestream; he wants 
to manipulate the Clones itself." 

hmmm? Now wait a minute? I thought Jenova was at the end of the tunnel? And 
once again you'd be right. But it seems Sephiroth is using the whole jenova 
reunion to get the black materia to HIM! MWA-HAHAHAHAHA 

Hojo: Did you see it!! It's Sephiroth! So he IS here! This is perfect! Both 
Jenova's Reunion and Sephiroth's will! They won't be diffused into the 
Lifestream, but gathered here! Mwa, haa, ha,...... 

LOL...Jenova, Sephiroth is using Jenova's head to lure all the other clones 
back into his part of the woods and thus, is of course getting the black  
materia. This is almost the same theory as before, just with Sephiroth 
at the end of the tunnel. You see, he believes jenova to be using the reunion 
for her purposes...though it seems more likely that it is infact Sephiroth 
using his mother to get it all, and perhaps he doesn't want her to become  
whole again...another theory for another day. 

He is using her body, to lure cloud, to him, with the black materia, so he can 
summon meteor and destroy the world and become god! Simple enough...sheesh..... 

******I ADMIT, I WILL NEVER BE ABLE TO PROVE JENOVA IS THE VILLAIN OF THE GAME 



UNLESS AC PROVIDES NEW EVIDENCE, AND THAT SEEMS UNLIKELY. YOU SEE, IF THE GAME  
NEVER ACTUALLY OFFICALLY STATES IT, IT IS JUST A THEORY.****** 
========= 

Part 5: Wacky theories-- 

"By JT 

There has been all this talk about the main villian. Sephiroth... Jenova...  
who is who? Well, I just came up with this while talking with a friend. 
If Jenova was really in charge, wouldn't she influence Sephiroth BEFORE he 
got there? The answer is yes. There are other things that could prove she 
isn't in control. Just read the Sephiroth Villian Theory on the site. 
But there are also things supporting the "Sephiroth is controlled" theory.  
Him acting possessed. Attitude change, practically overnight. That stuff. So  
my conclusion? Sephiroth shut himself up in the Library in Nibelheim and told 
everyone to leave him alone. But he was not alone. There was someone else down 
here, in that library. Someone pulling the strings. A certain dark party member 
can be found in that area. Who is it? VINCENT. Vincent is there. For all we  
know, Vincent could've been influencing Sephiroth. He had access to the  
library and perhaps planted the books there, knowing Sephiroth would find them. 
Why would he bother? He knew Lucrecia, Sephiroth's REAL mother, and he knew  
Sephiroth was strong, or would be strong. Why not use Sephiroth as a pawn of  
his own evil scheme? He would be easy to manipulate after being put through  
emotional hell discovering his past. All it would take would be a few of his 
own planted books, or maybe a word or two with Sephiroth.Vincent doesn't age. 
Could it be that those Hojo experiment things were lies, and he was immortal 
from the get go? Maybe he was there when Jenova landed. Maybe he bent her/its  
influence then and there. He joins the party after Sephiroth leaves the mansion.  
Perhaps to follow his pawn? He is freaked out each time you mention Sephiroth to 
him. HE is the real villian! Think about it. It might be true...  

       
--Jt"

My Resonse: This is ludicrous. Though, Magus was once the villain of Chrono 
Trigger, and then joins the party. Though, that game delt with time travel, 
FF7 dosen't. There is no evidence to suggest that Vincent ever left theroom. 
he was in It was locked. The player needs to find the key. Though, we don't 
know if it was locked from the inside. But one can safely assume such a claim.  
Even so, one must ask if it was Vincent or Hojo who put Vincent in that room. 
So, anythoughts on this? Also, the dialouge in the game suggest that vincent 
was completely good. 

--------- 

From Annoymous: Cloud is Zacks "Biological" brother:  
Cloud has to be Zacks Biological brother. I mean, They look exactly the same, 
save their hair color. They carry the same sword, wear the same outfit, and  
act the same. Plus, they look exactly alike. 

My response: This is absurd. Completely. I don't know what to say. For one, we 
know who Cloud's mother is. We see her during the nibelhiem flashback. Now  
remember the Gongaga scene? Zack's parents are there. So of course, this  
cannot be true based soley on that evidence. Need I mention Cloud's BS back- 
story? I think not.  

From DarkStarRdp: Cait Sith= jenova. 

Well, I don't have the exact text he used when he told me this, but I still know 



the basic idea behind the theory. He states that Jenova is posing also as Cait 
Sith to lure the party across the continent. Notice how it is impossible to  
continue the game IF you don't recruit Cait Sith? Also, we are never told that  
Cait Sith is Reeve. And, well, marlenes voice? Jenova impersonating it. Like the 
Terminator.... 

My Response: Completly crazy. Notice how we cannot proceed in the game without 
recruiting Nanaki? Well, of course...It is reeve. I just don't really know what 
to say about this theory. Must be a joke(It was). 

--------- 

IMPORTANT....SEND ME ANY THEORIES YOU HAVE. I WILL LIST THEM ANNOYMOUSLY TO 
AVIOUD EMBARRASMENT. Email me at Geostigma7@Hotmail.com...or Geostigma7@aol.com 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
++Chapter 3: Boss Strategies++ 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Though, I don't think anybody reading this needs a boss strategy(mainly due to 
the fact that if you are reading this, you have beat the game. So it is  
pointless to read this. But I suppose some people will look at this for the  
purpose of beating jenova.) I still have put this up, as this is a guide for 
Sephiroth/Jenova. So, You need to beat them. 

-JENOVA-BIRTH- 

Lvl: 25 HP: 4000 MP: 110 

Well, pretty easy I think. Wacth out for it's laser attack. You should have  
around 1000 HP by now, but it does 200 damage, and frequently attacks twice 
in a row with this attack. So if you are at around 700, be careful. It also 
uses stop. Though, the effect wears off after about 6 turns. If you got 'Flame 
Thrower' Enemy Skill back at the mithril Cavern....this should be easy.  
Althoug Jenova is not weak agaisnt Fire, It still does considerable damage to  
her. Attack strong physically with cloud, use Aerith to heal...and Yuffie to 
summon and be more balanced. You recieve 600 exp and 64 AP for this fight. 

-JENOVA-LIFE- 

LVL: 50 HP: 10000 MP: 300 

Well, what can I say. If you equip the 'water ring' you should have found 
during the trip here...this battle is a piece of cake. There is no way you can 
lose. All of Jenova-life's attacks are water-element based. So, you should win. 

I guess, If I have too, I will post a Non-Water ring strategy later.... 
You recieve 4000 exp and 350 ap for this fight. 

-JENOVA-DEATH- 

LVL: 55 HP: 25000 MP: 800 

Pretty tough fight. She uses stop as always. If you have a 'Fire Ring' equiped, 
you should do well. Though, this is diffrent than that of the Life battle. She 
has non-elemental attacks. She is much quicker, so you should cast haste,  
barrier and regen quickly. If you lack regen, use barrier then haste.  
Trust me. Barrier espically on the person with the Fire Ring, so that he takes 
less of a blow when she hits him. Haste to counter-effect her speed.  



summon that nifty Neo-bahumat you got a while back. Immune to gravity... 

You recieve 6000 EXp and 400 AP. 

-JENOVA-SYTHNISES- 

Lvl: ?? Hp: ?????? Mp: ??? 

I currently don't know HP and other values. If you do know, email me with the 
info. Basically, use strong attacks like slash-all(OR mega-all) and ultima. 
Comet 2 is pretty effective. If you must, I suggest attacking the body first. 
The tentacles just revive themselves, so it is not worth it. When the body is  
low on HP, it will countdown. When the countdown reaches ZERO, it will attack 
with Ultima, though you should have MB barrier set up. Even though, HEAL. The  
countdown does not mean she is dead. She will continue to attack. Use kotr  
for an easy win, or bahamut zero-quadra magic if you didn't get the KOTR  
materia. Vincent' Chaos limit break is effective here if you are at low lvls. 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
++Chapter 4: Frequently Asked Questions++ 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Q. Why does Jenova always leave an arm after you defeat her? 

A. Good question...It is perhaps a literal part of her body. You may have cut 
off a good piece of it. And through that, another set of cells will grow, just 
to make sure that arm gets to the reunion. Though this is also unlikely. I'm 
thinking of her arm being like a worm. If you cut it in half, you will have  
two full functioning worms. If you cut one of those two in half, you have  
three. But with Jenova, it is never stated wether or not another Jenova will 
be born from one arm. Though, I do believe that arm will continue to try and 
re-unite with the whole. 

Q. Why doesn't Jenova(or Sephiroth) use supernova to just blow up the sun, 
thus creating more life energy to drain up. 

A. One, because its a spell, a special effect if you will. It has no real 
application during the game. Two, It would likely destroy earth before he/she 
has time for the lifestream to work...and three, It is unclear if a star 
has a lifestream... 

Q. Is jenova going to appear in Final Fantasy 7: Advent Children? 

A. Yes, although her role is unknown. *****SPIOLER***** Highlight to read. 

During one trailer, kadaj( A Sephiroth  
look alike) yells "MOTHER!!" and Vincent is heard telling cloud of jenova, and 
if she is found, another Sephiroth could be created. 

******END SPIOLER****** 

Q. IS THAT A BEARD I SEE ON JENOVA? 

A. Yes. It is more likely some fleshy-extra skin. I mean, she is an alien. 
We don't know how she grows hair, or what type of skin grows where.  
Some will call this another example of Jenova changing genders, but in my 
mind, I just find it as a extra skin thingy. I mean, don't certain  
marine life have those? 



send them questions in at Geostigma7@hotmail.com or Geostigma7@Aol.com 

========= 

++++++++++++++++++++ 
++Chapter 5: Facts++ 
++++++++++++++++++++ 

Well, currently all I know is jenova to be from outerspace, shapeshifter,  
male/female context and cannot be killed unless every cell is destroyed. 

I'm also looking to update with more accurate facts, as well as real life  
connections with jenova. 

Jenova sounds awfully close to 'Jehovah' the name of Jesus' father, or god. 

From FF7 wikipedka: "Her name is said to be a portmanteau of Jehova and nova: 
the Hebrew name of God is Jehovah and the last two syllables, `-nova',  
translate into `new'. So Jenova is a `new god', or wants to become one. She's 
an usurper trying to rob the powers of the Planet." 

intresting...... 

Anybody with any help in this section email me at Geostigma7@hotmail.com.... 

========= 

+++++++++++++++++++++++ 
++Chapter6: Trivia!!++ 
+++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Extremely easy, perhaps one or two toughies...though you can manage... 
See if you can get a high score...I might post your name up. I provide answers 
though, so scratch that. Well, just test you're own knowledge.... 

1. Where is the the first time you see Jenova's name in the text box? 

2. Who showed reaction to jenova cells...Cloud or Zack? 

3. Name in reverse order the Jenova boss battles. 

4. What word is misspelled in Jenova's one and only line? 

5. Did Lucercia die?  

6. Who shot Vincent? 

7. How much HP does jenova life have? 

8. Who is the only person to inject themselves with J-cells? 

9. True/False: Jenova defeated weapon, that is why they are in the northern 
crater? 

10. What year does the inscription plate read? Hint: You can barely see it... 
even with a hi-res. pic. 



11. How many tentacles does JENOVA-Synthesis have? 

12. What Item of Jenova is missing during the first time we see her. 
I.E A limb. 

13. What reactor is approved for use specifically for the Jenova Project? 
Hint: It is a numbered reactor...not what town's reactor. 

14. Name Jenova's theme song. 

15. What spell does Jenova-Synthesis cast once her countdown is finished? 

16. What two spells does Jenova cast, that the party can cast? 

17. What item do you equip to become invinceable during a Jenova battle? 

18. Name all the people(Excluding Soldier and Vincent) who have J-cells inside 
of them. 

19. Name all the WEAPON's. You know...the big monsters. 

 Okie Dokie...gotta have a hard one... 

20. How many Numbered Clones where there. Not how many black caped men, but 
clones with Numbered tatoos'? 

ANSWERS!!!! 

1. Cloud: Jenova... Sephiroth's... So... they've brought it here. during 
the  HQ mission. 

2.Cloud, of course. Zack showed no reaction as he already had j-cells from 
soldier. 

3. Jenova-SYNTHESIS, Jenova-DEATH, Jenova-LIFE, and finally Jenova-Birth. 

4. Because is spelled "Beacause". Jeez, her only line and they mess it up.... 

5. No, even though I stated she did, that was only because for instance  
purposes, she did. Though the jenova inside of her won't let her...so easily.. 
she says. 

6. Hojo 

7. 10,000 Finally just looked up two sections for it ^_^ 

8. Hojo 

9. False 

10. 1995 of course! Base upon interpratation of course, though many have  
agreed with this assumption. 73.3% of people agree with me(11 out of 15). 

11. 2

12. Her @&^(ing head! lol 



13. Number 1. 

14. J-E-N-O-V-A 

15. Ultima

16. Stop and Ultima 

17. Water Ring 

18. Hojo, Sephiroth, Lucercia, Cloud, Zack(I include him, though you might  
not), and some will argue Nanaki(Red xiii) though, I will not get into that  
crap right now. You will get the answer right if you say that. 

19. Emerald. Ruby. Ultimate. Diamond and well, the purple one who gets his 
head blown off by Sister Ray. 

20. 12. Red xiii is the thirtenth "thing" tatooed, so..we can assume that he 
was branded after the mansion incident, which would of course make him the  
last thing branded, and thus, we know that there are 12 subsequent Clones. 
Note: When I say clone, I mean a clone of Sephiroths power, or the same  
experiment that Sephiroth went through. I do not mean a literal clone. 

Well, how did you do? 

0-10%-you suck, plan and simple. This is the easiest test ever.You are STUPID! 
Though, If you are reading my guide, then you at least WANT to learn. 

11-20%-Still, pretty damn low. Don't stop learning, it is always good. 
Only when we stop learning do we become fools. 

21-30%-Alright, we are getting better. I can see missing 7.........TCH! 

31-40%-Okie dokie, you're climbing....not quite ff material though.... 

41-50%-I did write a pretty idiotic test...so blame it on the test. 

51-60%-Part time ff7 player? 

61-70%-you obviously been on a few message boards.... 

71-80%-Wow, pretty good. DAMN GOOD! 

81-90%-Genuis. Even though my test is stupid 

91-100%-You're a FF GOD! Though, this test is still stupid. I guess 
if the questions were harder...  

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
++Chapter 7: Thank Yous' and goodbyes++ 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Well, I hope you enjoyed this FAQ. I enjoyed writing it, and I'll enjoy having 
someone, even one, person learn something new in this Guide. If you have any  
questions, thoughts or contributions...contact me at Geostigma7@hotmail.com 



or Geostigma7@Aol.com.  

Thanks goes to DarkstarRdp aka Ricky Price for his Jenova Acsii, which I have  
no clue as to what he did to get that. Also, wacky theory help.  
Note: In a new update, I removed that ASCii as it was too big, and took up 
one whole page and 1/7 th of another....=p 

Thanks to Steele at Advent Children.net...even though he doesn't know it yet, 
he helped me in this whole process. Also, Squall of Seed and Bender for their 
debates with me on the Jenova theories. Visit "www.FF7-Universe.com"...great 
website with a huge TEXT version of the story, also with pics.... 

Thanks to DarkSephiroth at Bluelaguna for all her long ass debates.... 

Thanks O Kong for his FF script...though I don't need his permission to  
use actual game quotes, I still would not be here without it, and he gets his 
dues.

Thanks to Jt at FF7 Citadel for his wacky theory. 

Most of all to SquareSoft, and that is what they'll always be to me. They made 
this great game, and great villain. I love em'! I do not like 'SquareEnix'. 
But that is just my opinion. I guess im afriad of change..... 

Okie dokie, cya around for the next update.
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